
The Business
To maintain growth and attack new markets, this finance giant 
formed a new technology-driven business unit to build a modern 
payment platform and expand its customer reach. Fueled by 
sophisticated infrastructure and fast paced software development, 
the unit created new sources of revenue through banking 
alternative services and prepaid cards with branded and co-branded 
offerings. 

Challenges
The technology-driven business unit flourished in its early years 
and successfully reached consumers with no previous access to 
traditional banking services. As the prepaid debit card expanded 
and added online and mobile features, the division became 
increasingly reliant on internally developed software applications 
and on premise infrastructure.

By early 2014, the platform infrastructure to support the mobile 
and web-centric business spanned multiple data centers and 
technologies. Advanced server, storage, and networking solutions 
adequately supported application growth, however, complex 
processes to provision and manage infrastructure began to 
constrain developer agility and slow release cycles.

A principal concern was the two-week period to provision software 
development platforms. For new capacity, engineers submitted a 
help desk ticket that, in turn, generated additional tickets assigned 
to the infrastructure team. A separate resource then tracked tickets 
but developers had little visibility into the status of their requests. 
From ticket to availability, the two-week cycle frustrated developers 
and impeded time-to-market.

“Our manual provisioning impacted business agility which is critical 
to maintaining a competitive advantage,” says the Director of Cloud 
Operations, who leads the infrastructure team.
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A second challenge was the deviation of environments 
between development, test, and production systems. 
More often than desired, software coded by developers 
would falter when passed to a test group that ran 
slightly different configurations. The infrastructure 
team struggled to keep these environments aligned 
and developers labored to build new web application 
features that addressed the fast changing market. 

Lastly, infrastructure capital and operating expenses 
continued to grow. About 30 engineers were required to 
maintain the on premise platforms. Further, hardware 
and software licensing fees exhausted the engineering 
budget and vendor lock-in was a concern. 

By mid-2014, the Director of Cloud Operations knew it 
was time to rethink the division’s platform architecture 
and development processes. The business needed an 
engineering transformation to simplify and automate 
operations, speed time-to-market, and reign in costs. 

“We needed to fundamentally change the way we thought 
about our platform and development. Consequently, we 
explored private cloud options and discovered the value 
that OpenStack could deliver.”  

Solution
Given the platform’s importance to increasingly online 
and mobile product features, the team adopted a 
disciplined approach to find and implement a new 
architecture. As a first step, they contacted trusted 
internal stakeholders to discover their challenges and 
requirements.

From this information, the Director of Cloud Operations 
created a vision of the new infrastructure that 
addressed these issues, and obtained buy-in from 
leadership. Next, he created a small, cross functional 
team that could help define the new infrastructure and 
demonstrate its impact on developer enablement, time-
to-market, and infrastructure costs. 

After conducting market research, the new team found 
that OpenStack private cloud solutions closely matched 
their needs, and quickly built a demo to show value to 
stakeholders. The group then solicited and incorporated 
additional feedback into their plans.

“We knew organizational change would be challenging 
so we regularly solicited feedback to build consensus and 
refine our private cloud plans,” says the Director of Cloud 
Operations. 

After the successful demo and increased sponsorship, 
the team’s leader proposed a timeline and budget, and 
secured funding. He considered running OpenStack on 
existing systems managed by the infrastructure team. 
After consulting the OpenStack community, including 
Mirantis engineers, however, he realized the benefits of 
a new platform and maintained his current team’s focus 
on existing systems. 

In June 2014, the Director hired a staff of four into a 
new Cloud Operations group and contacted Mirantis 
for options to achieve their private cloud goals. Due 
to data residency requirements, public cloud was not 
considered.

“Mirantis’ design and deployment expertise was critical to 
our early OpenStack cloud success while their training and 
support guided our growth.”  

The Cloud Operations team launched a larger, highly 
available test bed using the Mirantis Fuel deployment 
and management tool, and leveraged PLUMgrid for 
software defined networking. Next, they retained 
Mirantis services to monitor the expansion and provide 
first line support. 

Thereafter, the group added the Asgard open-source 
cloud management platform from Netflix to enable 
self-service provisioning of compute resources, 
development of cloud ready applications, and auto-
scaling of infrastructure. Commodity hardware was 
used wherever possible.

OpenStack and automation tools empowered 
developers to test and release software without the 
dependency on others. These tools simplified previous 
manual routines and developers launched code faster.  

“A culture shift was yielding strong benefits. Operations 
began to think more like the developers who were 
now responsible for the testing and production of 
high performance code,” says the Director of Cloud 
Operations. 
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By mid-2015, the Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI DSS) compliant deployment had grown 
to over 30 nodes across two U.S. data centers in a load 
balanced, active-active configuration. The private cloud 
supported up to 1,000 virtual machines (VMs) in each 
data center. 

In September 2015, the division was ready to go live 
with their first end user application, a mobile device 
feature for cardholders. The feature quickly reached 
over 100,000 API calls per day and with this success, 
the team launched additional applications and 
continues to transition production environments to the 
OpenStack cloud.

Results
With a robust OpenStack platform and applications in 
production, the credit card leader now benefits from 
improved developer experience, faster time-to-market, 
and lower costs.

Developers now own the testing and deployment 
of their code as well as the sizing and scaling of 
infrastructure. This allows for many small feature 
distributions versus large and cumbersome releases. 
In return for this new responsibility, developers utilize 
simple but powerful automation tools to create better 
code at a faster pace.

“Developer reception to OpenStack is strong and the 
adoption rate is growing. They are now empowered to 
independently test and release their work without the 
dependencies that previously slowed progress,” says the 
Director of Cloud Operations.

OpenStack also eliminates inconsistencies between 
development, test and production environments as 
all systems are drawn from the same private cloud 
infrastructure. Development and testing groups no 
longer have to troubleshoot for environment drift. 

With self-service, on-demand access to infrastructure, 
developers now access compute capacity in five 
minutes versus two-weeks. Additionally, new tools 
automate processes and reduce previous manual 
checkpoints that inhibited progress. As a result, time-
to-provision has been reduced by 90 percent.

Furthermore, OpenStack dramatically lowers the total 
cost of infrastructure by 80 percent versus the legacy 
environment. This results in $3 million in savings per 
year due to less expensive hardware and a smaller data 
center footprint. The team’s OpenStack deployment is 
also 50 percent cheaper than Amazon Web Services’ M2 
instances. 

Additional savings result from significant operational 
efficiencies. The Director of Cloud Operations estimates 
that his team of five can administrate up to 5,000 VMs 
whereas a much larger team would be needed for the 
equivalent number of VMs in the old architecture. His 
team can now focus more time on tools development, 
and less time on help desk tickets.

“Our OpenStack private cloud has allowed us to simplify 
software development, accelerate time-to-market, and save 
millions of dollars.”
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